Historical note  by Mac Lane, Saunders
Historical Note 
Finding the appropriate group-theoretic interoreta:ioc for the cshomoiogy 
groqs fp(G, a) of a group G acting on a G-module 2 has been a cenrra~ 
question . Eiienberg and h,Iac Lane, in their deT;elorJment of this coho,mology;, 
Led the Cmiiiar interpretations of Ho, HZ, and 9” 2nd sAlcred F- J an e$& 
interpretation of Ha in terms of obstructions to the construction of extensions 
by G of a non-AIbelian kernel. They also raised eqjicitiy a.r-,d eq>&c&;~; 
the oroblem of finding the “good” interpre, A &ons fo,r Hn +ri f2 > 3. Their 
OWI proposed interpretation 1.21 in terms of nonassociatire mult:pii~,,:i-,cs, 
did not seem very satisfactory. 
This problem, dormant for thirty years, has sntdeniy taken on new iife. 
Eile&erP b, Mac Lane; and Whitehead ali knew that the eitmem of zEf33(G, Sl, 
z-ere closely connected with ‘Slhiteheads “crossed mod&s ” [St :cj, j,_ t&p 
missed the exact theorem, that there is a natura: j;ection from H”(Gz -Gj to 
equii?aience cIasses of four-term crossed sequences starting at A and ending at G. 
This theorem reqilired a clear recognition of the equ!ralence relation betn.eec 
those sequences. It appears explicitly in Gerstenhaber y, not J& f.:r &e cc&- 
moiogy of groqx, but also for associative and Lie algebras. It iT:as refo~mukted 
51; DES& ii], since the J$oore complex of his ,qG3 Zj-tarsor is exactiy s& z 
crossed sequence. It has also been restated bv Leedham-Seen a2 Mac ICay [7] 
4X-i 7 I 2. Rat&e in his 1977 thesis at the U&ersity of ?:Iichigan, and 3’u [13; 
the proof and references in [is] are inadequate. Others? in&dir-g Eeyl, i?a;:e 
found the theorem but hate not p-u’blished it. Lcday _-J 3’ h2.s a &&y r&te:< 
theorem for the third r&tire cohor.ology grou?, lvhich coincides +h Esekart’-s 
&S+-oXiPr Sateliite (121. 
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result of Ratcliffe for a = 3, also disco\-ered the theorem for general 12, as 
stated in his abstract submitted February 7, 1978, and published in April 1978. 
As with the cohomology of groups, this satisfactory theorem is clearly a 
multiple discovery! 
X’ote added in proof. Gerstenhaber, in “A Uniform Cohomology Theory for Algebra,” 
Proc. -Vat. Acad. Sci. 51 (1964), 626-629 explicitly states and proves that the nth co- 
homology group for algebras is given by n-fold crossed sequences. 
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